




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































—Plagiarism of the Works of Murakami Haruki in Korea
SHIN Hyeran
It is well known that some of the young Korean writers considered to be
standard-bearers of the new wave of Korean literature that emerged in the 1990s
plagiarize or imitate the works of Murakami Haruki. They keep writing quite
different styles of novels from traditional Korean works, but which are quite
similar to Murakami Haruki’s style. Some of them became known as they just
copied the works of Murakami Haruki, and others became known as they were
motivated somewhat by the works of Murakami Haruki, but they depicted their
own ideas in the works. This paper attempts to analyze the novel Sweetfish
Fishing Communiqué, suspected of plagiarism of Murakami Haruki’s works, and
to clarify Murakami Haruki’s influence on this work. 
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